Emishi Culture and Identity

Two main perspectives on culture and ethnic identity will be covered: one, has to do
with similar ethnic groups with different cultures; the other has to do with different
ethnic groups with similar cultures. The two issues are quite different from each
other, and point to different conclusions. However, it needs to be addressed in order
to clarify what the different groups such as Emishi/Ezo and Ainu are and how they
differ from the Japanese.
The Japanese scholar Hanihara (1990:35) has asserted that to talk about the Emishi
as either Japanese or Ainu is not an issue. It does matter to the historic Emishi and
to the modern Ainu people. Hanihara's work mirrors what many scholars working in
the field of Physical Anthropology have corroborated that the Ancient Jomon were
ancestors of both the Ainu and many Japanese also. Hanihara was trying to make
a distinction between Ainu and non-Ainu as a means to explain the change of one
population away from its Jomon origins into the present day Japanese population
which has closer Yayoi affinities, and that the Emishi people were still mainly Jomon
in character, and that after their conquest an increasing separation between the
Emishi population and Ainu did take place. However, the Emishi were identifiably
Ainu, or more accurately pre-Ainu both in the linguistic and cultural sense. The
Emishi were most likely ancestral to the Ainu (see the website on Ainu origins). This
means that culturally and linguistically they were closer to the Ainu. There was of
course no "Ainu culture" or a "Japanese culture" this early on, but to group the
Emishi into the non-Ainu Japanese category is inaccurate and unfortunately
reinforces (unintended I'm sure) this discrimination towards the Ainu by grouping the
Emishi with the Japanese.
The relationship between the Japanese and Ainu have been far from amicable and
has had a history of discrimination that was solidified in the Tokugawa period. And
despite trying to make good in the modern time period starting with the Meiji
Restoration, the Ainu people have been treated badly by the Japanese for the most
part to the point where people of Ainu ancestry would often hide their identity in
order to succeed socially. It is a shameful and unfortunate reality for people of Ainu
descent that is slowly changing for the better but still exists in modern day industrial
Japan. Many Japanese would rather not admit this and so take pains to explain
away differences in their society and even denying that this discrimination exists. I
am not against the Japanese as I am myself culturally Japanese and ethnically
mixed as are most native Tohoku people today, but to sweep talk of differences
aside when discrimination is practiced is unjust and not befitting a modern
democracy. Even though for Emishi descendants this discrimination has passed in
the Tohoku for the most part (there is still inaka mono discrimination) our brethren
the Ainu still experience it.
The Japanese have a hard time dealing with the fact that for many centuries the
island nation was not a united country under one ethnic group but was divided by
two competing groups of people, and was contested. One group lost this battle and
lost their traditional homeland. The Emishi people did not voluntarily become
Japanese. They were either forcibly integrated through conquest or became
eventually assimilated not of their own choice. So to say that the discussion about
whether the Emishi are Japanese or Ainu does not matter or is meaningless could
not be further from the truth. It does matter because it is not just about a historical
group that no longer exists but about a living group of people whose closest
descendants are the Ainu and native Tohoku people.
Even if the Emishi were ethnically similar to other Kanto people under Yamato rule
which they were not they still had a different culture from the Yamato Japanese. We
know now that the Emishi were different from the Kanto groups ethnically, being
closer to the later Ainu, however, we also know that some ancient Japanese frontier
clans sided with the Emishi in their battles against the Yamato. These frontier
families, some of whom became influential members of Emishi society, were
ethnically similar to other contemporary Japanese (from the Kanto), but were
different culturally from them. These frontier clans most likely were a kofun type
population, so they were mid-way between Jomon/Ainu and Yayoi, so if they sided
with the Emishi and adopted their lifestyle it would have been at times difficult to tell
them apart from their Emishi neighbors.
The contrast between Emishi and ancient Japanese was not as great as that
between the later Japanese and the Ainu both in terms of external appearance and

culture. Externally, the ancient Japanese settlers were ethnically closer to the
Jomon, and their hairstyle was not too different from the Emishi--they allowed the
growing of beards. It was not until the Tokugawa period when the topknot and
shaved head became the norm among Japanese. Culturally too, the kofun culture
had influenced the Emishi in both their burial practices and their military equipment
though the language spoken was different as was their lifestyle.
Similarly, there were Japanese who sided with the Ainu in their conflict with the
Matsumae during the Shakshain War of the seventeenth century. These Japanese
though similar ethnically to other Japanese would appear like other Ainu due to the
contrasting cultural styles. For example, the "Japanese Ainu" would have worn their
hair long and unshaven. They would also have allowed their beards to grow
untrimmed. The Japanese who were part of the Matsumae would not recognize
these others as Japanese as they themselves had samurai-style haircuts with a top
knot and clean shaven forehead. The greatest irony of this whole war is that most of
the Japanese participants in this conflict were themselves from the northern Tohoku
region. Those Japanese who opposed the Matsumae were able to grow beards and
became themselves participants in Ainu culture to the point that the Matsumae
themselves considered them to be Ainu. Many were distantly related to the Emishi
which allowed them to "fit in."
The cultural differences and rule against "crossing over" was rather draconian. In
order to preserve their trade monopoly with the Ainu in Hokkaido, the Matsumae
forbade them from wearing their hair like the Japanese, and Japanese subjects
were not allowed to grow a beard or to grow their hair like the Ainu. This resulted in
strange behavior where Ainu influenced by Japanese culture would appear as other
"Japanese" in their hair style until the uimam had to be performed. The uimam was
a formal, ceremonial meeting between the Matsumae and the Ainu chiefs. During
these formal meetings the Ainu were required to "look Ainu." So some Ainu who
had adopted Japanese culture purposely grew their hair and beards back just for
this meeting alone. Despite how much modern Ainu condemn the Matsumae in
limiting Ainu choices it can be argued that, ironically, if it were not for the Matsumae
many of the traditions of the Ainu would not have been preserved. Left alone the
Ainu culture would have eventually become very tenuous in the face of Japanese
settlement and conquest. Japanese settlement was severely limited by the
Matsumae to preserve their only lucrative source of income--trade with the Ainu.
Even with this restriction Japanese merchants did settle among the Ainu to try and
break this monopoly--these are the ones who sided with Shakshain in his war
against the Matsumae.
Then there are real ethnic or racial differences that would not have allowed an easy
cross over from one group to another. The mainly Yayoi Japanese from western
Japan (including most Japanese today) would have had a hard time "passing" as an
Emishi or Ainu due to not being able to grow a beard or having dissimilar features.
However, it was not just outward appearance, but other cultural markers such as
lifestyle, ritual and religion that made one Japanese or Emishi on the one hand or
Japanese and Ainu on the other, particularly where these groups met on the
frontier. For example, on Sakhalin island north of Hokkaido, the people there
contrasted ethnically from the Hokkaido Ainu, but had a culture that was virtually
identical to them. The Sakhalin Ainu were ethnically related to the Amur river
peoples, not to the Hokkaido Ainu, but they practiced the same ceremonies and
lived by hunting and gathering.
In the modern period there are many Ainu and half Ainu who live like other
Japanese, sharing the culture and speaking the language. But just because they
share the culture does not mean they are Japanese, or that they define themselves
in the same way culturally. This is hard for most Japanese to understand. In a
similar way, most mixed Emishi descendants, known today as Tohoku-jin (Tohoku
people) are completely assimilated into Japanese culture, but the way they define
their relationship to other Japanese, and the way they see themselves differs from
the way other Japanese living elsewhere see them.
Recently, in Iwate prefecture, they have put up memorials to Aterui and Moro so
perhaps in that area there are those who would directly identify themselves as
Emishi than in other areas of the Tohoku whether this is based on a real relationship
or not. This would make sense since that prefecture formed the heart of the ancient
land of Hitakami.
How an entire nation and people, the Emishi, were conquered and in some cases
absorbed, and in other cases destroyed by the Japanese state will hopefully
influence the future of the Japanese themselves by bringing about racial and cultural
acceptance, because this history is not about one unique ethnic or racial group living

in harmony and consensus, but more about how a mix of cultures and ethnic groups
were eventually united through conquest and assimilation. Though this maybe
ancient history it is the ideology of Empire that first justified the conquest of the
Emishi nation of Hitakami. This ideology is still around, but has been dealt a serious
setback after the last century.
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